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ÖZET
1973 yılında dalgalı kur sistemine geçişle beraber; uluslararası bazda çalışan firmalar, faiz ve 
kur riskleri ile karşı karşıya kalmışlardır. Bu tezde, ithalat ve ihracat ödemeleri yabancı para 
birimi ile sabitlenmiş; ancak buna karşılık gelen yerli para değeri belirsiz olan bir firmanın kur 
riski ve devalüasyondan korunma alternatifleri ile başlıca alternatif olarak ' fiıtures ' ve ' 
op tions ' enstrümanlan incelenmiştir, öncelikle bu konu ile ilgili yayınların taraması yapılmış, 
gerekli ön bilgiler verilmiş ve problem sunulmuştur. Çapraz kurdaki olası değişiklikler üç 
senaryo halinde verilmiştir. Birinci senaryoda dolann dış piyasalarda değer kazanma ihtimali, 
ikinci senaryoda vadede çapraz kurun aynı kalma ihtimali ve son senaryoda ise dolann dış 
piyasalarda değer kaybetme ihtimali gösterilmiştir. Çalışmanın amacı özellikle çapraz 
kurlardaki değişimlerden oluşan kayıplann giderilmesi olduğu için, pozisyon % 50 dolar - % 
50 mark sepetine getirilmiştir. Bu pozisyon üç senaryo altında incelenmiş ve alternatif 
korunma yöntemlerinin her senaryoda ortaya çıkarttığı kar / zarar durumu gösterilmiştir. 
Alternatifler; pozisyonu korumasız bırakmak, vadeli bir döviz işlemi ile vadedeki kuru 
şimdiden sabitlemek ve flıture ile opsiyon kullanarak korunmak olarak sıralanmıştır. 
Alternatiflerin tam korunma sağladıklan kanıtlanmış, ancak her alternatifin değişik senaryolara 
göre avantaj ve dezavantajlan olduğu için hangisini uygulama karannın içinde bulunulan 
durumun belirgin özelliklerine göre verilmesi gerektiği anlatılmıştır.
Anahtar Kelimeler : Korunma, kur, futures ve opsiyonlar
ABSTRACT
After the switch to floating exchange rates in 1973, internationally active companies became 
exposed to interest and foreign exchange risks. In this thesis, the hedging alternatives due. to 
foreign currency risk and devaluation are analyzed for a multinational firm whose liabilities 
from import activity is fixed in terms o f foreign currency, but the corresponding domestic 
price is uncertain. As the main alternative ' fiitures and options ' are examined. Firstly, the 
related literature is investigated, the required information is given, and the case study is 
introduced. Under three different scenarios, the possible changes in foreign exchange rates are 
given. In the first scenario; the possibility o f dollar's gaining value, in the second scenario; the 
possibility o f the cross' being the same at expiry, and in the last scenario the possibility o f 
dollar’s loosing value in foreign market are considered. Since the aim is to hedge the potential 
losses due to changes in cross rates, the company's position is carried in a % 50 US dollar % 
50 Deutsche mark basket. This position is analyzed according to the three different scenarios 
and the profit /  loss realized under the alternative hedging strategies are demonstrated. The 
alternative hedging methods are no hedging, forward with cross, forward with domestic 
currency unit, and options on futures. It is shown that the alternatives provide perfect hedge 
but, since the application o f the different strategies involves advantages and disadvantages 
depending on the particular scenario, the decision on which strategy or combination of 
strategies to use has to be made on the merits o f each individual situation.
K eyw ords; Hedging, foreign exchange, futures and options
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INTRODUCTION
The importance o f multinational firms ( MNFs ) which own and control assets in different 
countries has grown rapidly over the last decade [ e.g. Casson ( 1987 ) and Shapiro ( 1989 )]. 
MNFs have increased continuously their share o f international trade and investments. About 
one third o f the world's trade consists of trade between subsidiaries and branches within MNFs 
[U N C T C ( 1988 )].
Foreign direct investments, international production and sales reflect a world in which 
technology and capital have become increasingly mobile. Due to the continuous changes in 
comparative advantages among national economies, advances in international communication, 
transportation and government policies, more and more firms now distribute their production 
plants and market service systems around the globe.
On the other hand, in recent years we witness some greater fluctuations in the exchange rates 
o f the major currencies. For international firms the need to manage foreign currency risks has 
increased substantially during the last decade ( Krugman, 1989 ). Consequently in the 
developed countries a variety o f hedging techniques are being offered by financial markets. 
However, this not true in many less developed countries where currency futures markets, 
currency options or equivalent arrangements are either limited or nonexistent.
This paper is concerned with the implications o f hedging in the context o f a multinational firm 
which imports its inputs where the price o f the input in terms of the currency is fixed but the 
domestic price is uncertain due to exchange rate fluctuations. Firms facing uncertainty o f input
prices may resort to hedging whenever futures or forward markets for these inputs exist. Thus, 
the risk of input price uncertainty may be eliminated at least in part. At the moment, futures 
market exists for nine main currencies ( Australian Dollar, Great Britain Pound, Canadian 
Dollar, Deutsche Mark, European Currency Unit, French Franc, New Zealand Dollar, Spanish 
Pesetas and Swiss Franc ), so it is assumed that the firm in the case may hedge in the market 
against these currencies. In hedging, forward with domestic currency which is TRL, forward 
with cross rate,swap and options on futures are examined.
The rest o f this thesis is covered as follows; in chapter I, the origins and history o f futures 
markets and hedging in futures markets for a multinational firm is examined, the reasons for 
and the different approaches to hedging in literature are detailed, also in this chapter the 
factors that influence the foreign exchange fluctuation are investigated; in chapter II the nature 
o f the futures contract, the reasons for the use of futures, the exchanges that they are traded in, 
their types, market operators, the clearing house and the required margins are evaluated; in 
chapter III the rights and obligations in options, their types, price determinants, affecting two 
criteria which are time and intrinsic values are analyzed; in chapter IV spot foreign exchange 
business is described as well as forward foreign exchange business, the practices about 
currency futures and options in Turkish market are introduced, the currency futures are 
analyzed, the comparison between interbank forward market and futures market is listed 
depending on the previous information, currency options business is examined under two 
subsections which are interbank options market and options on currency futures; the last 
chapter is the application o f the thesis' subject in concern, in this chapter the problem of the 
international firm due to price uncertainty is described, and briefly four different solutions are 
given under three scenarios.
The related figure and graphs, examples that help the subject to be more understandable and 
information that is too detailed to include in the main body o f the text are given in the 
Appendix part.
CHAPTER I . H ISTORY OF TH E FUTURES M ARKETS AND HEDGING
The origin of futures and options trading can be traced back to antiquity and to the rise of 
mercantilism. The Greek philosopher and mathematician Thales von Milet is reported to have 
accumulated a fortune with options. In the 17 th century, it was common for growers o f tulip 
bulbs to protect themselves against excessive price fluctuations with forward transactions 
( Swiss Bank Corp., 1993 ).
The foundation was laid for today’s solidly entrenched futures markets in farm produce, 
commodities and financial instruments back in the early 19 th century as centralized markets 
developed in the USA for farm produce. The Chicago Board of Trade was established in 1848 
and was followed in 1918 by the Butter and Egg Board, now the Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange ( Swiss Bank Corp., 1993 ).
The price debacle in agriculture during the early thirties led to the Commodity Exchange Act 
o f 1933, which introduced compulsory registration o f floor brokers and regulation of their 
activities together with the obligation to report any large speculative positions in the futures 
markets ( Swiss Bank Corp., 1993 ).
After World War II, the Chicago futures markets expanded by adding a number o f new 
commodities. Rapid world economic growth created a need for hedging possibilities in raw 
materials like copper, aluminum, lead, etc. In the sixties, pork bellies and live cattle emerged as 
the most popular futures contracts. The collapse o f the Bretton Woods monetary system and 
the switch to flexible (floating) exchange rates as a result o f the growing US trade balance
deficit at the beginning o f the seventies revolutionized currency trading ( See Appendix I ). 
The desire o f internationally active companies and investors to minimize or eliminate growing 
foreign currency risks caused the banks' foreign exchange departments to mushroom. 
Electronically transmitted information appeared on the scene, dealers were trained 
professionally, and trading became increasingly internationalized, i.e. currency transactions 
could be carried out for a bank's customers around the clock.
Banks and the leading exchanges started expanding the range of instruments at about the same 
time to suit specific hedging operations. This prompted the Chicago Mercantile Exchange to 
establish a market for financial futures contracts, the International Monetary Market ( IMM ). 
Trading in currency futures at the IMM began on May 16, 1972. These currency futures 
represented the first step in the development of financial futures. Volatile currency relations 
made a huge success o f the newly launched currency contracts ( See Appendix II ). Then, 
IMM launched a market for standardized options on currency futures. The big international 
commercial banks have been offering currency options for all o f the main currency relations 
and terms since the beginning of the eighties. Currency option deals on the order of USD 50 - 
100 million are nothing out of the ordinary ( Swiss Bank Corp., 1993 ).
High inflation rates and sharp fluctuations in interest rates led to the introduction o f interest 
rate futures on US mortgage certificates, US money market papers , and ultimately on US 
treasury bonds and Eurodollar deposits. US Treasury bond futures have become the most- 
traded futures contract of all with current daily volume of about 250,000 contracts o f USD 25 
billion ( face value) ( Swiss Bank Corp., 1993 ).
The election of Ronald Reagan to the US presidency, the reorientation o f monetary policy on 
the part o f all o f the Western central banks, expansive US fiscal policy and the economic 
recovery that got underway in 1982 laid the groundwork for the successful introduction of 
share index futures. This contract, which has now become a favorite hedging instrument 
among portfolio managers, quickly became the volume leader on the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange. The speculative, arbitrage and hedge trading increased liquidity in currency futures 
and in early 1984, the CME introduced options on those futures ( Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange, 1993 ). The Exchange provided three essential elements to futures and options 
trad ing:
• An efficient central market
• An open market available to many participants
• A market that eliminates certain credit risks. The CME Clearing House acts as the seller to 
every buyer and as the buyer to every seller in each futures and options transaction.
On February 26, 1992 the CME introduced its first non-dollar settled futures and options - the 
Deutsche mark / Japanese yen ( DEM /  JPY ) contract. This event, reflects the fact that the 
world financial markets have drifted away from US dollar supremacy ( Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange, 1993 ).
Nowadays there seems to be no limit to the innovativeness of the banks and exchanges. The 
banks are handling active currency management for companies and institutional^ investors, 
options are being quoted on options,, futures contracts are being traded, with swap rates 
(exchange agreements ) or with guaranteed forward ranges ( upper and lower exchange rate 
lim its).
The literature on hedging in futures markets is mostly focused on product price uncertainty 
while production cost is assumed to be certain for a multinational firm. Among the many 
papers on hedging product price uncertainty are those o f Danthine ( 1978 ), Anderson and 
Danthine ( 1981,1983 ), Rolfo ( 1980 ), Stein ( 1984 ), Paroush and W olf ( 1986, 1989 ), 
Bessembinder ( 1991), Kawai and Zilcha ( 1986), and Antonvitz and Nelson ( 1988 ).
Anderson and Danthine ( 1983 ) considered the case of processors that make input decisions 
after uncertainty is resolved, and that can use futures contracts to hedge. In their setting, 
however, hedging only has a risk reduction role, but does not affect resource allocation
because no production decision is made prior to the resolution of uncertainty. Moreover, their 
use o f a mean-variance framework does not highlight the main feature o f the production 
flexibility case, namely that the profit of the firm is nonlinear in the risky price. This means that 
hedging with futures, an instrument whose payoff is linear in price, does not provide a perfect 
hedge ( Moschini and Lapan, 1992).
Rolfo ( 1980 ) has addressed issues o f hedging uncertain production and, hedging in macro­
market frameworks. His focus has been on market equilibrium. Stein ( 1984 ) found that the 
correlation between profits and input prices is higher under monopoly than under competition 
and, he concluded that monopoly has higher incentive to hedge.
The attempt to explore hedging input price risk is made by Paroush and W olf ( 1992 ). They 
examined a framework in which the price o f one o f the variable inputs is subject to 
uncertainty, where there exists a futures or a forward market for this input while the prices of 
the other import and the final product are certain.
Bessembinder, 1991, analyzed the effect o f risk hedging on firm value. He identified that 
( 1991:531 ), independent of effects on investment, hedging increases value by improving 
contracting terms. Hedges provide net cash inflows in those states where the firm's cash flows 
are low, bonding its ability to meet commitments in additional states. Hedging can secure 
value- increasing changes in contracting terms with creditors, customers, employees, and 
suppliers if the contracts with these parties are initially positive NPV.
" Hedging is most effective when the correlation between firm cash flow and the market price 
of goods upon which hedges can be written differs substantially from zero. " 
( Bessembinder, 1991 ). Examples include producers or buyers o f homogeneous commodities 
who can enter hedge contracts on the prices o f the commodities, financial institutions that can 
enter hedge contracts written on financial asset prices and importing/exporting firms, and 
multinationals that can enter hedge contracts written on currency exchange rates.
There are many contributions to hedging for the exchange rate uncertainty of the multinational 
firm. For the exporting firms under stochastic currencies, the effects and the role of futures 
markets have been analyzed [ Benninga, Eldor and Zilcha ( 1985 ), Stein ( 1986 )]. One 
important result o f these studies is that in the presence of futures markets the exporting firm 
will choose its output as if it were in a position of uncertainty. This property is known as the 
"separation property* and was first shown by Danthine ( 1978 ) for competitive firms under 
price uncertainty. Under seperation property, when a currency futures market is available, 
production and allocation o f sales are independent of the distribution o f the random exchange 
rate and of the firm's attitude towards risk.
In Eldor and Zilcha's study ( 1985 ), all production decisions are given prior to the realization 
o f the exchange rate, but decisions about sales in the foreign and domestic market are made 
after the exchange rate is observed. Broil and Zilcha ( 1991 ), analyzed the implications of 
currency futures markets in the context o f a two-country firm which is selling as well as 
producing at home and abroad. They investigated the effects of exchange rate uncertainty and 
the role of futures markets upon the international production, sales and direct investment o f a 
risk- averse MTiF. They have shown that the MNF internalizes the missing hedging markets by 
increasing foreign production and lowering foreign sales thus increasing costs and decreasing 
revenues denominated in foreign currency; and the introduction o f a currency futures market 
which is unbiased results in a higher foreign investment of the MNF.
On a cross-sectional basis, hedging activities are predicted to be greater at firms that enter 
valuable deferred obligations such as service contracts, warranties, and borrowing, and for 
firms that enter long-term operating contracts involving firm-specific investment by 
contracting parties. Also, hedging activities are predicted to be greater at firms where growth 
opportunities constitute a larger proportion o f firm value, ceteris paribus, because reductions in 
agency costs are most valuable for these firms ( Bessembinder, 1991 ).
1 . 1 .Fundam enta! Factors of Foreign Exchange
To understand why foreign exchange rates fluctuate, currency is assumed to be a commodity, 
subject to the laws of supply and demand. At any time, the price o f one currency in terms of 
anoflier is set at that point where supply equals demand, given a free market. The fundamental 
factors influencing currency supply and demand are categorized here as a country’s ( 1 ) 
balance of payments, and ( 2 )  governmental influences. Note that people's expectations can be 
as important as fact in shaping current exchange rates.
1 . 1 . 1 .  Balance of Payments
A country’s balance of payments is the net inflow or outflow o f a country’s currency when it 
has summed up all its transactions with other countries. These transactions include exports of 
goods and services, foreign investments in that country, imports o f goods and services, 
investments made abroad by that country's citizens, foreign aid and govemmentally directed 
central bank transactions.
A country’s balance o f payments is a barometer of supply and demand for its currency. For 
example, if a country has more exports than imports, foreigners are seeking the country’s 
currency to buy its products. If  domestic investments are attractive to foreigners, this also 
creates demand for the country’s currency. When a country runs a deficit balance o f payments, 
its currency becomes very available on world markets, and may command a lower price.
The underlying influences on the balance o f payments are the relationships o f ( a ) incomes,
( b ) prices, ( c ) interest rates among countries.
Income : Income in this context refers to the income of individuals and companies. Individuals 
with money to spend make lucrative markets for foreign products. They also spend money on 
foreign investments and trips abroad. These transactions create a flow of money out of the
country. Countries with lower levels of income have trouble purchasing imports and investing 
abroad. Low incomes can facilitate the export market and attract foreign investment.
Prices : The general level of prices affects a country’s export potential. Given equal quality, 
the cheaper item in the international market sells first. Demand for a country's exports leads to 
demand for that country's currency to buy those exports.
Inflation is an increase in price without a corresponding increase in quality or service. When 
higher prices cause exports sales to fall, demand for the currency diminishes, and its value falls. 
The end result is an erosion of purchasing power of the currency.
Interest Rates : If  inflation-adjusted interest rates are high in a country, foreigners will tend to 
invest their money there. All other things being equal, short to intermediate term investment 
funds will flow toward that country with the highest real interest rate.
In terest R ate Parity  : The relationship of the futures price o f a currency to the current 
exchange rate is largely determined by interest rates. People want the currency with the higher 
interest rate now, to earn that rate. For example, if British interest rates rise above American 
rates, people will want pounds now and will bid up the current British pound exchange rate so 
that it will be higher than the futures price.
This current exchange rate / interest rate / futures price relationship operates almost 
mechanically. Market forces cause the futures price to reflect changes in the current exchange 
rate and in the interest rates in the two countries. Since interest is time-related, as the futures' 
expiration draws nearer, the interest differential becomes less important, until the futures price 
and the current exchange rate become the same on the futures' delivery date.
Seasonal Fluctuations : Exchange rates can show a seasonality o f demand for a currency. 
For example, demand is high during the peak export season when foreigners are seeking the
home country's currency to purchase goods. Likewise, peak importing seasons tend to increase 
the supply o f the currency on the international market. Tourist seasons can also have an 
influence.
In genera], the complex economies o f the major currencies obscure many of these influences. 
However, two seasonal factors that occasionally bear on IMM currencies might be worth 
nothing. The year-end repatriation o f profits earned in Canada by US corporations can cause 
pressure on the Canadian dollar. Also, Swiss banks tend to ' window dress ' their balance 
sheets at quarter-end and year-end, borrowing foreign currency to buy Swiss francs; and this 
can buoy Swiss franc prices.
1 . 1 . 2 .  Governm ental Influences
The system o f international payments was formalized in 1944 with the creation o f the 
International Monetary Fund at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. This meeting o f the major 
industrialized countries of the West established a par value of the major currencies vis-à-vis the 
US dollar, then pegged at USD 35 to the troy ounce o f gold. But as a result o f chronic balance 
o f  payment deficits, the US dollar became overvalued at its pegged rates. The US devalued the 
dollar for the first time in 1971. With inflation an increasing affliction, the pegging system 
collapsed in 1973.
Today we have a mixture of floating rates for several major currencies, stabilized by national 
central banks at their own initiative, and of pegged rates among the members o f the European 
Monetary System ( EMS ). The three EMS currencies traded on the IMM, the franc, mark, 
and pound, generally move together, but they are not stable in relation to the dollar or to other 
outside currencies.
In ternal and External Governm ent Policy : Governments occasionally intervene in the 
currency market through their central banks or treasuries. This can be an individual attempt to
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CHAPTER H . TH E FUTURES CONTRACT
Futures are firm contractual agreements to deliver or take delivery on a standardized quantity 
o f an underlying financial instrument at a reestablished price at a specified future date. The 
underlying instruments may be money market paper, bonds, shares, currencies or 
commodities ( Swiss Bank Corp., 1993 ).
Futures may be o f two basic types: financial futures, or commodity futures. The commodity 
futures contract has a raw material as its underlying instrument and is used to hedge that 
product against price fluctuations related to environmental conditions or any number o f other 
factors. Contracts are regularly traded in utilities ( e.g. oil ), wheat, soy beans and hogs for 
example. The financial futures contract bases on a financial instrument. This type o f futures 
is now traded all over the world in the main currencies against US dollar- and since 1992 
against other currencies-, on interest-bearing instruments or interest rates , on precious metals 
like gold, silver and on stock indices. In contrast to traditional forward and spot markets, 
where price, quantity and maturity differ from one contract to another, futures contracts are 
traded in standardized form. Standard margins and maturity dates are established. Trading is 
done exclusively at organized exchanges by open outcry ( Swiss Bank Corp., 1993 ).
The Advantages of T rading F u tu re s :
The worldwide interlinking of trade and capital flows, progress in communication technology, 
increasing professionalism among market operators and the globalization o f financial markets 
have all contributed to a wide variety of financial innovations. Their appearance has been
12
accompanied by marked increases in the speed of capital movements and the volatility of 
markets. Financial futures and options give portfolio managers and treasurers instruments that 
enable them to live with these sharp fluctuations of currency exchange rates, stock markets 
and interest rates. Those raising capital attempt to minimize their costs by using strategic bond 
forms, investors try to improve overall return with sophisticated portfolio strategies. 
Everybody looks for ways to eliminate and minimize currency risks at the lowest possible cost. 
With financial futures, investors not only protect the purchasing power o f their income and the 
value o f their investments, but also position themselves to profit from exchange rate 
movements. In other words, financial futures and options are valuable tools for today's 
professional portfolio manager and treasurer not only for carrying out effective hedging 
transactions, but also for improving performance. What is more, the instrument itself is risk 
free; financial futures offer high leverage and provide the security o f trading on a federally 
regulated exchange. They are advantageous relative to traditional investment facilities from the 
point o f view that, to ' buy low and sell high ' is fundamental to any investment, but with 
futures one can do it in either order. One can easily sell a currency contract first, if he/she 
thinks the currency will fall in value, and buy it back later when the futures price falls.
Exchanges : Financial futures are now traded around the clock. The leading futures 
exchanges are Chicago, New York, London, and Singapore . In Switzerland, futures have 
recently been introduced on the stock index and interest rates as part o f the SOFFEX project. 
Clearing arrangements between individual exchanges for specific contracts (such as currency. 
Eurodollar, Treasury bond ) make it possible for investors to build up or liquidate positions 
around the clock. For example; Deutsche mark, Japanese yen, and British pound futures 
contracts, identical to those traded on the CME, are traded at the Singapore International 
Monetary Exchange ( SIMEX ). Under a linked clearing system that allows offset, these 
futures can be traded on one exchange and held or liquidated at the other. Options on 
Deutsche mark and Japanese yen are also traded at SEMEX. Because SIMEX is open when 
the CME is closed, one has access to an extended trading day ( Chicago-Mercantile Exchange, 
1993 ).
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Types O f Financial Futures : Financial futures contracts are traded all over the world in the 
main currencies against US dollar ( DEM, JPY, SFR or CHF, AUD, CAD, ECU, FRF ), 
DEM against GBP, JPY, CHF, Spanish Peseta, on interest-bearing instruments or interest 
rates ( bills, bonds, deposits, notes, swaps ), on precious metals ( aluminum, copper,
lead, nickel, tin, zinc ) and on stock indices.
The Clearing House ; Every futures exchange possesses a clearing organization that 
interposes itself between buyer and seller whenever a transaction is closed . After a broker has 
carried out the order in the trading pit of the particular exchange, the details of the transaction 
( number of contracts, price, other party ) are transmitted by the brokers or exchange 
members to their own company and to the clearing house. If the exchange member happens to 
be a non-clearing member, it is also necessary to notify the respective clearing member. After 
receiving all transactions, the clearing house matches the sales against the purchases. Any 
discrepancies are immediately clarified and corrected. Then, the clearing house confirms the 
transactions to the clearing members.
Customer Customer
Buy order iC Confirmation
Purchase
Confirmation R  ^  Sell order 
Confirmation
Broker Trading Broker
Pit
Confirmation Sale
Figure 1
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The clearing house guarantees the buyer ( seller ), without regard to the seller( buyer ), that 
the contracts covered by the transaction will be honored at the agreed price. The perfonnance 
guarantee on open positions by the clearing house is backed by the margins that the members 
are required to deposit for all net positions. Furthermore, at the close o f trading each day the 
clearing members are required to settle unrealized losses on outstanding contracts in cash. In 
addition to the deposition of margins, the clearing house members are jointly liable with their 
capital for the fulfillment of all contracts.
M argins : The futures markets owe their attractiveness in part to the very low margins paid to 
the broker when futures are bought or sold. Currency contracts require a margin on the order 
o f 3 - 5 %, interest rate contracts anywhere from 1 %o (Eurodollar futures) to 5 % (Treasury 
bond futures).
Before buying or selling a futures contract, one must open a trading account, depositing 'initial 
margin ' with a broker - either a cash deposit or another form of collateral. This margin serves 
as a good-faith deposit, guaranteeing performance. The price at which a buy or sell order is 
executed becomes th e ' entry ' price, and at the end of trading on that day, the contract value is 
' m a rk ed -to -m ark e tT h e  customer’s account is charged with profit or loss, based on the 
difference between the entry price and the 'settlement' or closing price. These daily gains, and 
losses, which are calculated and become payable everyday, are called ' variation m argins' and 
are payable in cash only. Daily profits that bring the account above the initial margin level can 
be withdrawn, but if losses cause the trading account to fall below a certain level, you will 
have to bring the balance back to the initial margin requirement.
Either the buyer or seller can cancel his obligation for delivery on any trading day by 
performing the opposite transaction. For example, to liquidate a long position, one should sell 
a contract for that same delivery month. If one holds his position through the close o f trading 
on the last trading day, the final contract settlement price determines the dollar cost or receipts 
for taking or making delivery o f the currency.
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n . 1 . M arket O perators
Those operating in the market can be divided essentially into the categories of ' speculators ' 
and ' hedgers ' . The hedger takes positions in the futures market to obtain temporary 
protection against changes in the value of certain assets ( currency, money market paper, etc.). 
The futures market commitment 'mirrors' his positions in the physical market. The 
speculator, on the other hand, enters into commitments in the futures market purely in hopes 
o f profiting from favorable price movements. There is no intention o f offsetting present or 
future spot positions or physical holdings; on the contrary, speculators welcome price 
movements because they buy ( sell ) contracts only in order to sell ( buy ) them later at a 
higher ( lower ) price. Speculators with a very short-term orientation ( scalpers ) and 
arb itrageurs deal in very large amounts because they aim to profit from very small price 
movements. Their operations improve market liquidity, which helps the hedgers in their 
efforts to hedge very large portfolios in money terms.
There are techniques in literature introduced to study the performance of mutual and 
commodity futures fund managers ( Jensen 1968, Merton 1981, Henriksson 1984, Cumby and 
Modest 1987 ). Henriksson and Merton have developed nonparametric statistical procedures 
which are modified by Cumby and Modest. The latest study by Hartzmark ( 1991 ), uses 
statistical techniques to evaluate how the fortunes o f individual fiitures traders are determined, 
by luck or forecast ability. The most striking difference between this study and the previous 
ones is in the use of highly detailed daily transactions data on individual investors. The data 
used in Hartzmark's study has been gathered directly from the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission ( CFTC ) reports on the end-of-day commitments o f large traders covering the 
period from July, 1977 to December, 1981.
The motivation for participating in the futures market differs for commercial and non 
commercial traders. Commercial traders are those participants whose main line of business is 
focused on the underlying cash commodity. Traders reporting only hedge positions are also
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classified as commercial traders ( or pure hedgers ). Traders reporting only speculative 
positions are designated as non commercial traders ( or pure speculators).
Two dififerent types of forecast ability or market timing are examined ( Hartzmark, 1991 ). 
The first type is called ' consistent' ability. A trader possessing this skill performs well because 
he is able systematically and consistently to predict the correct direction of future price 
movements. The other type of forecast skill is called ' big hi t ' ability. A trader possessing this 
ability is able to predict both the magnitude and the direction o f price changes and will thus 
establish his largest positions when the highest returns are anticipated.
Table 1 Descriptive Statistics on T rader Profits and Average Net Position 
__________Values for All M arkets Combined ( in Millions of Dollars )_________________
All Traders
Commercial
Traders
Noncommercial
Traders
Total 2,229 607 1,622
Position V alue:
Mean -1.04 -7.20** 1.26**
Median 0.02 -1.84 . 0.19
Standard Deviation 30.43 52.99 14.26
Skewness -16.82 -11.89 9.09
Kurtosis 440.48 167.08 191.72
Range 1,163.35 1,038.10 460.91
Profits:
Total 1,046.78 763.40 283.38
Mean 0.47** 1.26** 0.17**
Median 0.02 0.01 0.02
Standard Deviation 6.16 10.93 2.68
Skewness 18.25 11.55 7.28
Kurtosis 541.33 195.37 161.81
Normality Test * 0.32** 0.31** 0.25**
* For the test of normality the Kolomogorov D-statistic is used.
** Significant at a 1 % level.
Source : Hartzmark, M. 1991 . Luck versus Forecast Ability : Determinants o f Trader 
Performance in Futures Markets . The Journal of Business, 64(1): 51.
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A5 seen in figure, the average net position value held by commercial traders is substantially 
larger than the non commercial position. The commercial traders are more likely to use these 
markets to hedge their cash market price risks. On the other hand, they can 'afiford' to look 
like bad forecasters in the futures market since they will have the opposite performance in the 
cash markets, or at least reduce their overall business risks. The non commercial traders do 
not have the same opportunities to use futures markets directly to reduce their price risks. 
Also, it was proved ( Hartzmark, 1991 ) that the non commercial traders exhibit more poor 
forecast skill.
There exists a strong support to the contention that the returns to traders of futures are 
randomly generated ( Rockwell 1964,1977; Hartzmark 1984,1987,1991 ). Even though a 
large number o f traders appear to exhibit significantly superior forecast ability, the 
investigation ( Hartzmark 1991 ) strongly supports three conclusions : there are fewer 
participants with significantly superior skill than expected if participants trade randomly, there 
are more traders exhibiting no skill than expected if participants trade randomly, and forecast 
ability is not correlated over time - superior forecasters in the early period are only average 
forecasters in the later period.
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CHAPTER m  . THE OPTIONS
Option transactions convey a right to buy ( call option ) or sell ( put option ) a specified 
underlying instrument ( currency, interest-bearing paper, futures contract, etc. ) at a 
preestablished price ( strike or exercise price) for a certain period o f time. The buyer pays the 
seller a premium for this right when the contract is closed. Calls gain value if the futures price 
rises quickly. A put gains value when the futures price falls quickly.
hedging premium
Buyer Seller
hedging guarantee 
( insurance )
Figure 2
Options are rather like insurance policies. The option buyer acquires insurance for his 
portfolio against price fluctuations, paying the premium for this service, while the option seller 
' or writer ' acts as insurer and pockets the premium. In call option; the buyer has the right to 
buy and the seller has the obligation to sell if the buyer exercises his right. In put option; the 
buyer has the right to sell whereas the seller is obliged to buy if the buyer exercises his right.
Option contracts can be categorized by the following criteria : the time o f exercise, the place 
they are traded in and the types of contracts.
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1) When Option is Exercised : European options can be exercised by the buyer only at expiry. 
American options can be exercised, i.e. the underlying instrument can be bought or sold, at 
any time prior to expiry.
2) Trading : Options are traded both on exchanges and over-the-counter ( e.g. interbank 
m arket). Clearly iJie most important over-the-counter options market today is the currency 
options market, where deals running in the millions are carried out routinely.
3) Types O f Contracts
Options are on four different groups; the currencies, interest-bearing instruments, stocks and 
stock indices, and on precious metals. These options possess a variety o f different 
specifications. In the case of currencies, for example, options are traded over the telephone on 
the interbank market, while the Philadelphia Exchange offers options for cash and the 
International Monetary Market even provides a market in options on currency futures 
contracts ( Swiss Bank Corp., 1993 ). Except the stocks and stock indices, all the remaining 
three groups of financial instruments can be traded over-the-counter. The following table 
summarizes the main commodities and financial instruments on which option contracts are 
offered :
Currencies o-t-c (over the counter )
exchange traded ( on underlying asset / futures)
Interest bearing instruments o-t-c
exchange traded (on futures)
Stock indices exchange traded ( on underlying asset / futures )
Precious metals o-t-c
exchange traded (on futures)
Options
Table 2
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The value of an option can be broken down into its intrinsic value and its time value. The 
intrinsic value reflects the actual financial gain that would result from exercising the option 
immediately. The time value, on the other hand, is the difference remaining between rnarket 
price and intrinsic value ( INTERCON, 1992 ).
The price ( or premium, market value ) of an option is determined by four factors: Strike 
price of the option, forward price of the underlying commodity, term, and volatility o f the 
underlying commodity.
Calls and puts always have various ' strike ' prices. The strike ( or exercise ) price o f an 
option is the price at which one would take a futures position upon exercise. Strike prices are 
listed for trading both above and below the current futures level and when the futures price 
changes significantly, new strike prices are listed accordingly. If  the current futures price is 
higher than a call's strike price, the call is said to be ' in-the-money '. I f  the call holder 
exercises it today, the difference between the futures price and the strike price is the amount 
( intrinsic value ) he will be credited. Similarly, if the futures price is lower than the strike price 
o f a put, that put is ' in-the-money '. The exercise o f an in-the-money put results in a sale of 
the futures at an above market price. In general, the greater an option's intrinsic value, the 
higher that option's premium. If  the option is ' out-of-the-money ' ( currently has no intrinsic 
value because the futures price is lower than the call's strike or higher than the put's strike ), 
the more out-of-the-money it is, the lower the option premium.
The more time that remains until an option's expiration, the higher the premium tends to be. 
The longer time period provides more opportunity for the underlying futures price to move to 
a point where the purchase or sale o f the futures at the strike price becomes profitable. 
Therefore, an option with three months remaining until expiration will have a higher price 
than an option with the same strike price / futures price relationship and with only two months 
until expiration. The time component of an option's value tends to be largest when the
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underlying futures contract is trading near the exercise price of the option - that is, when an 
option is ' at-the-money' ( Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 1993 ).
The more the underlying futures price tends to fluctuate, the higher the potential profit on the 
option. Volatility is a measure of the degree of fluctuation in the futures price. If volatility 
increases, with all else remaining the same, the option price will rise; and if it declines, the 
option price will fall ( Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 1993 ).
Strike price
71
Intrinsic value
Forward price
Time to expiry
Time value
Supply
Premium
^  t
Demand
Volatility
Figure 3
Because option premiums do not always move by the same amount as the underlying futures 
price, a delta factor is used. Delta is the rate of change of the option premium in relation to 
the change in the underlying futures price. An option's delta can also be considered as a rating 
o f the probability that the option will expire in-the-money. The delta is expressed in 
percentage terms. They range from 0 % (for deep out-of-the-money options) to 100 % (for 
deep in-the-money options). At-the-money options have delta factors o f approximately 50 % 
( Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 1993 ).
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As a summary, compared with financial futures, which are firm contracts, options give the 
buyer a choice and therefore more flexibility. Investors have to weigh the market situation and 
the risks in order to decide which to choose. The impressive trading volume in both futures 
and options clearly underscores the popularity of both instruments.
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CHAPTER IV . CURRENCY FUTURES AND OPTIONS
I V . I . Spot Foreign Exchange Business
Spot foreign exchange prices are quoted essentially for all freely convertible currencies for 
which a market exists. Spot transactions are settled with a two-day value date; in other words, 
the currency has to be delivered by the seller two working days after the transaction is closed, 
and the buyer is also required to pay the other currency two working days after the transaction 
is closed ( DC Gardner, 1991 ).
At the main financial centers- Tokyo, London, New York, Zurich, Singapore, spot foreign 
exchange volume is currently running on the order o f USD 300 billion daily. The more 
intensive a given currency is traded, the more efficient its market. Most of the trading is in 
leading currencies against the US dollar. Non-dollar currency pairs ( cross-rates ) are quoted 
directly, but are calculated from the respective dollar rates by the banks ( parities ) ( Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange, 1993 ).
IV . 2 . Forw ard Foreign Exchange Business
Foreign exchange can be bought and sold not only on a spot basis, but also forward, i.e. with 
delivery to take place on an agreed future date. The forward exchange market arose from the 
need to hedge against exchange rate risks resulting from transactions executed in the future. 
Forward exchange quotations depend directly on the respective spot price and on the interest 
rate differential between the two currencies. The level o f the respective interest rates dictates
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whether the swap rate will be a discount or a surcharge. The basic rule is that higher-interest 
currencies are traded forward against lower-interest currencies with a discount. The reason for 
this is that, banks trying to hedge their forward commitments on the money market earn net 
interest income in this particular case, which they pass on to the buyer o f the higher-interest 
currency. Conversely, lower-interest currencies are traded against higher-interest ones with a 
surcharge, because the banks incur net interest expense when hedging in this case. Forward 
exchange transactions under which the price is agreed immediately but delivery is to take 
place in the future are called' outright' transactions in this business.
In interbank business, a very liquid forward market exists for all leading currencies with terms 
quoted up to one year. The market for longer terms is less liquid. But for the main 
currencies ( US dollar, German mark, Swiss franc, sterling, and yen ) it is possible to close 
forward transactions with terms as long as five years.
I V . 3 . Currency Futures and Options M arket In Turkey
Since 1980, economic policies in Turkey have provided the banking .system with the 
opportunity of getting acquainted with new dimensions of FX markets. As the system became 
more sophisticated; forward, futures and options transactions have gained importance. Banks 
have been dealing with forward operations since 1984 ( Oruç, 1990 ). However, the practice 
o f futures and options has not been widely in use compared to forward operations. At the 
moment, the banks that are known to deal with futures and options are Finansbank, Interbank, 
Bank Express, Tütünbank; and Türk Invest as a financial institution. Interbank has recently 
stopped making futures and options deals, and Bank Express and Tütünbank are about to start 
nowadays. The margins that are required differ for each bank. A margin of USD 3,000 to 
4,500 is required per contract, whereas a commission of USD 30 to 45 is charged per 
position. For example, in Finansbank, a customer has to pay a minimum amount of USD 
10,000 to open an account which consists three currency futures contracts. If his total account 
balance decreases below USD 2,000 , he is called to replenish to USD 2,000 otherwise he is
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allowed to put buy/sell orders to a level where he can not loose more than USD 2,000. In 
every new position, either long or short, commission of USD 20 is charged, totalling to USD 
40 for opening and closing the position.
I V . 4 . Currency Futures
Currency futures are standardized, exchange-traded forward currency contracts. The contracts 
are standardized in terms of quantity, expiration, and quotation. Currency futures are traded at 
Chicago ( IMM ), London ( LEFFE ), and Singapore ( SIMEX ), but only the Chicago market 
has satisfactory liquidity.
Currency futures do not only exist against US dollars, those actively traded are German 
marks, Swiss francs, British pounds and Japanese yen ( See Appendix V ). Currency futures 
contracts that trade against US dollars are quoted directly in US terms, i.e. US dollars per 
currency unit ( e.g. USD 0.7143 per CHF ). The American quotation is simply the reciprocal 
o f the normal USD quotation outside the USA.
Exam ple: CHF .= 0.7143
1.4000 CHF CHF
interbank quotation IMM quotation
The futures prices depend directly on the USD spot and forward quotations. As with forward 
exchange transactions, there is a difference in futures between the USD spot rate and the 
futures price that is traceable to the interest rate differential between the two currencies. This 
difference is also called th e ' basis' ( Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 1993 ).
Futures prices move roughly opposite to those on the spot market. The futures prices drop 
when the spot rale rises, and vice versa. Buyers o f dollar futures, therefore, are the people
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who expect the spot rate o f the dollar to fall. Conversely, sellers of dollar futures are trying to 
hedge against rising dollar spot rates ( See Appendix I I I ).
Dealers in the interbank market offer forward contracts, which provide benefits that are 
similar to those of futures contracts. Although similar in concept, the two types o f contracting 
have distinctions as well. The following comparisons summarize the major differences 
between the two markets ( DC Gardner, 1991; INTERCON, 1992; Swiss Bank Corp.,1993 
and Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 1993 ).
FUTURES M ARK ET SPOT AND FORW ARD INTERBANK 
M ARKET
Trading is conducted in a competitive 
arena by ' open outcry ' o f bids, offers, 
and amounts.
Trading is done by Reuters dealing directly with 
other banks, foreign exchange brokers or 
telephone / telex.
Participants are either buyers or sellers 
o f a contract at a single, specified price 
at any given time.
Participants usually make twp-sided markets 
( quoting two prices that indicate a willingness 
to buy at the lower price and sell at the higher 
price) for both spot and forward prices.
Non-member participants deal through 
brokers ( exchange members ) who 
represent them on the trading floor.
Participants deal on a principal-to-principal 
basis, either directly or through brokers.
Market participants usually are unknown 
to one another, except when a firm is 
trading its own account through its own 
brokers on the trading floor.
Participants in each transaction always know the 
other trading party.
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FUTURES MAFLPCET SPOT AND FORW ARD INTERBANK 
M ARKET
Participants include banks, corporations, 
financial institutions, individual investors 
and speculators.
Participants are banks dealing with each other, 
and other major commercial entities.
Trading prices of currency futures are 
disseminated continuously by the CME.
Indicated bids and offers as opposed to actual 
prices, are available throughout the interbank 
market.
The Exchange’s Clearing House 
becomes the opposite side to each 
cleared transaction; therefore demands 
o f monitoring credit risk are substantially 
reduced.
Each counter party with whom a dealer does 
business must be examined individually as a 
credit risk, and credit limits set for each. As 
such, there may be a wide range o f credit 
capabilities of participants.
Margins are required o f all participants. Margins are not required by banks dealing with 
other bank, although for smaller, non-bank 
customers, margins may be required on certain 
occasions.
Settlements are made daily via the 
Exchange's Clearing House. Gains on 
position values may be withdrawn and 
losses are collected daily.
Settlement takes place two days after the spot 
transaction ( one day in the US for the Canadian 
Dollar ). For forward transactions, gains or 
losses are realized on the settlement date.
A small percentage ( usually less than 
one percent ) o f all contracts traded 
results in actual delivery.
The majority of trade results in delivery.
All positions, whether long or short, can
be liquidated easily.
Forward positions are not as easily offset or 
transferred to other participants.
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Standardized dates are used for all 
contract months, concentrating liquidity 
to produce maximum price competition.
Settlement o f forward contracts can be at any 
date agreed upon between the buyer and seller.
Contract size is standardized in terms of 
currency amount.
Participants can trade any amounts agreed upon 
between the buyer and seller.
Prices are quoted in US terms ( dollar 
units per one foreign currency u n it).
Prices are quoted in European terms ( units o f 
local currency to the dollar ) except for British 
pounds and some commonwealth currencies.
A single, round turn ( in and out o f the 
market ) commission is charged. It is 
negotiated between broker and customer 
and is relatively small in relation to the 
value o f the contract. Commissions are 
business expenses and generally are tax 
deductible.
No commission is charged if the transaction is 
made directly with another bank or customer.
IV . 5 . C urrency Options
Currency options convey the right to buy ( call option ) or sell ( put option ) a certain 
currency against another currency at a preestablished price during a specified period o f time 
(term ).
Currency options contract
Interbank market ( currency received) Exchange traded
Currency received Futures contract received
( Philadelphia) ( IMM, LIFFE, SIM EX )
Figure 4
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rV . 5 . 1 . In terbank  Options M arket
Basically, options are quoted for all important currencies. These are US Dollar against 
Australian Dollar (AUD), British Pound ( GBP ), Deutsche Mark ( DEM ), European 
Currency Unit ( E C U ), French Franc ( F R F ), New Zealand Dollar ( NZD ), and Swiss Franc 
( C H F). Normally the usual expiration dates of March, June, September and December ( third 
Wednesday in each case ) are traded. Individually specified dates are quoted for amounts of 
USD 1,000,000 and up. The amounts vaiy from trading member to other. For example, the 
minimum amount for USD option in Swiss Bank Co. is USD 50,000 and for DEM options 
DEM 100,000. Larger amounts can be agreed upon individually. As for the strike prices, it is 
normal practice in the market to quote for USD / CHF, USD / DEM, USD / JPY, USD / 
GBP, and GBP / CHF options in steps of 500 points. Where larger amounts are involved ( 
starting at USD 1,000,000), strike prices are freely selectable ( Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 
1993 ).
XSF680R.X XSF Jun4 6 8 . 0  P 6933299 RS PHO USD 28DEC93 13:21
Last Last 1 Last 2 Status Bid Ask Size
2 . 13 2 . 2 1 X
Net Chng. Cls: 28DEC93 Open High Low Volume
1 . 87
Open. Int Opint.Nch Rtr.News N.Time Type
130 PUT
Exp. Date Strilre Cnt.High Cnt.Low Cnt.Size Headlines
11JUN94 68 4 . 0 5 0 . 0 2
S o u rce : Reuters
Table 3
Contract : Put USD / CHF (S ee  Table 3 above) 
Closure date ; 28. Decem ber. 1993 
Maturity : 11. June . 1994
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Amount : CHF 62,500 (Assuming the deal is being done in Philadelphia Board of Trade )
Strike Price : 1.4500 ( Strike is given on Reuters screen as the reciprocal, which is
— = 0.6800 )
1.4500
Delivery : 15 . June . 1994 ( Third Wednesday in June )
Premium ; When buying the option;
2.21 X 100 X 6.25 X number of contracts = USD 1381.25 / contract 
When selling the option;
2.13 X 100 X 6.25 X number of contracts = USD 1331.25 / contract
This option gives the buyer the right to buy CHF 62,500 ( by selling USD ) on 11. June. 1994 
by no later than 4 p.m. at a rate of CHF 1.4500. For this right, the buyer pays USD 1,381.25 
per contract.
IV . 5 .2  . Options On Currency Futures
So-called options on currency futures contracts give the buyer the right to buy. a certain 
futures contract ( e.g. a call option on DEM futures ) or to sell one ( e.g: a put option on 
DEM futures ) at a preestablished price. It should be remembered that a DEM call is the 
equivalent of the usual ( in Europe ) put USD / DEM, and conversely a DEM put is the 
equivalent of a call USD / DEM. Option contracts are traded at IMM, LIFFE, SIMEX ; most 
o f the volume occur at IMM. Trading is for the next three months and, at all times, for the 
classical IMM months of March, June, September, and December. The options expire 12 days 
prior to the third Wednesday o f the contract month (which means that a futures contract 
obtained with an option still has 12 days remaining to maturity ). The amounts correspond to 
the size of the underlying futures contracts. Quoting is done and strike prices set according to 
the currency futures contract ( Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 1993 ).
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Contract : Call CHF futures ( See Table 4 below )
Closure date : 05 . January . 1994 
Maturity : 03 . June . 1994
Amount : CHF 125,000
Strike price : 1.4885 ( Strike is given on Reuters screen as the reciprocal, which is
— —  = 0.6700)
1.4885
Delivery ; On 15. June. 1994 (th e  third Wednesday in June) the futures can be 
purchased at 0.6700
Premium : When buying the option;
2.42 X 100 X 12.5 x number of contracts = USD 3025 / contract 
When selling the option;
2.37 X 100 X 12.5 X number of contracts = USD 2962.5 / contract
The option gives the buyer the right to buy CHF 125,000 at a price o f USD 3025 per contract 
( i.e. to sell dollars;) at any time up to 03. June. 1994 .
CALL CHF FUTURES
SF67F4 lOM  SF Jun 4 6 7 . 0 C USD Lot. Size 07JAN94 13:42
Last Status Bid Ask Size Moves A^olume
B2.37 - 0 . 0 7 / 2 . 3 7 2 . 4 2 X /
PS2.29 C>pen 1 High
B 2 . 3 7
Low Ssp Rng 1 Res Rng 1 V o l : 05JAN94 
240
Open 2 Open.Int.
261
Opint.Nch Ssp Rng 2 Res Rng 2 Lim it .
/
PST: 06JAN94 Cnt.Xpry Cnt.High Cnt.Low Strike Type Bkgm d
2.29 03JUN94 3 . 6 7 2 . 1 1 67 CALL
S o u rce : Reuters
Table 4
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CHAPTER V . CASE STUDY
In this part of the thesis, a case is presented using of futures and options contracts in hedging 
certain risks of a Turkish company that is doing business internationally. It will consist o f the 
procedures that are to be followed to minimize the interest rate and foreign exchange risks that 
the company is faced with. The goal o f these financing techniques will be to offset 
unanticipated changes in foreign exchange values.
The company is involved with producing all kinds of metallic goods used in kitchens such as 
pans, couldrons, knives, forks, etc. The raw material is imported, and the finished goods are 
either exported or sold in the domestic market. If  the goods are sold in domestic market the 
company charges a simple interest rate of % 7 per month for the deferred TRL payments.The 
company’s imports are 13 to 14 million dollars annually, and payments are made in USD and 
DEM. The company’s export activities are approximately 4 million dollars annually, however 
in these activities Deutsche mark is received only.
The company wanted to be hedged for three months’ time, at the end o f which it would pay 
USD 4.5 million and DEM 2 million resulting from imports, and which it would receive DEM 
0.5 million from exports. During this period, the company wanted to lend the corresponding 
TRL amount earned from the sales made in the domestic market. At the time of application o f 
the company, the parity, cross rates, and the monthly basket devaluation rate were as follows:
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U S D  /  T R L  rate ; 14 ,0 0 0
USD / DEM parity : 1.6000
Monthly Basket Devaluation Rate; % 6.0
Interest Rate Asked For Deferred Payments: % 7.0 ( monthly )
Corresponding Total TRL Value of Imports
= (4,500,000 X 14,000)+(2,000,000 x = 80,500,000,000 TRL.
1.6
Corresponding Total TRL Value of Exports
= 500.000 X = 4,375,000,000 TRL
1.6
Net TRL Value : 80,500 - 4,375 = 76,125 mio TRL
Amount in USD Percentage
USD
Export DEM 500,000 312,500 0
Import USD 4,500,000 4,500,000 78.26 %
Import DEM 2,000,000 1,250,000 21.74%
Table 5
Foreign exchange risk has become an increasing concern to the company which is doing 
business internationally. When US dollar devaluation against Turkish lira exceeds %125
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(1.07'^ - 1 )  annually, the firm incurs a loss. This devaluation is directly related with the 
inflation levels in Turkey and USA. The amount of profit / loss o f the company depends on the 
devaluation rate and US dollar's value gain / loss against other European country currencies. 
In other words, when TRL interest rates are higher than dollar devaluation the company will 
score profit, but in the opposite situation i.e. when interest rates fall below dollar devaluation 
the company will have to bear a loss. In the case of US dollar's gaining value against DEM; 
the profit o f the company will decrease since the portfolio consists o f a higher amount of 
USD liabilities compared to DEM.
The Company's Initial Situation
Parity 1.6000
Net USD position ( 4,500,000 USD)
Net DEM position ( 1,500,000 DEM)
USD / TRL rate 14,000
DEM  / TRL rate 8,750
Net TRL value 76,125,000,000 TRL
Table 6
Under these conditions, the company should carefully monitor and manage its currency risks. 
Therefore, the financing opportunities in various currencies that the company deals with in its 
business should be manipulated in such a way that it will not be affected by whatever changes 
in Turkish lira interest rates, devaluation and / or foreign exchange rates.
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To hedge these risks, the bank evaluated the following alternatives:
1) Forward Transactions
a. Forward Transactions With TRL or SWAP
b. Forward Transactions With Foreign Exchange
2) Futures
3) Options
In each alternative, the calculations are made under three scenarios which are USD / DEM 
parity equals to 1.4000, 1.6000 and 1.8000 respectively. The devaluation expectation is taken 
as constant, which equals to % 6 monthly. In forward transactions with TRL, to calculate the 
three months' maturity prices for USD and DEM against TRL, % 67 monthly interest rate is 
taken according to both the market conditions that had existed when the company applied for 
hedging, and the expectations for the next three months. In the swap operation, %.3.5 is used 
for USD and % 6.5 is used for DEM three months' interest rate, again according to both the 
initial market conditions and the expectations for the next three months. As the swap rates of 
USD and DEM, the current rates are used. In forward operations with cross rates, USD / 
DEM parity is taken as constant at 1.6200 assuming that the average o f the three months' 
parity will deviate around this value. In hedging with options, the option price corresponding 
to 1.6000 parity at the current market conditions is 1.5, the premium is calculated according to 
this value.
Before proceeding to the application o f these instruments, the profit / loss without hedging will 
be shown under different scenarios.
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V . 1 . If The Company Uses No Hedging
The company's profit will change according to USD / DEM parity after three months.
Scenario 1
Parity : 1.6000
U S D /T R L  rate ; 14,000 x (1 + 0 .06)' = 16,674 TRL
DEM / TRL rate : I M Z l  = 10 4 2 1 TRL
1.6
Foreign Currency Loss
In USD : 4,500,000 X (16 ,674-14 ,000) = 12,033,000,000 TRL
In DEM ; 1,500,000 X (10 ,421-8 ,750) = 2,506,500,000 TRL
Total Loss : 14,539,000,000 TRL
Interest Earned From Deferred Payments
: 76,125,000,000 x (0.07 x 3 ) = 15,986,250,000 TRL
Net Profit : Interest Income - Foreign Currency Loss
; 1 5 ,9 8 6 ,2 5 0 ,0 0 0  - 1 4 ,5 3 9 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 =  1 ,4 4 7 ,2 5 0 ,0 0 0  T R L
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Scenario 2
Parity : 1.8000
1 R
U S D /T R L  rate : [ l4 ,0 0 0 x (l + 0 .06)'] + [ ( - - 1 )  xO.5x 16,674 ] = 17,716 TRL
DEM / TRL rate ; 9,842 TRL
Foreign Currency Loss
In USD : 4,500,000 x ( 17,716 - 14,000 ) = 16,722,000,000 TRL
In DEM ; 1,500,000 x (9,842 - 8,750 ) = 1,638,000,000 TRL
Total Loss : 18,360,000,000 TRL
Net Profit : Interest Income - Foreign Currency Loss
: 15,986,250,000- 18,360,000,000
;(2 ,373,750,000) TRL LOSS
Scenario 3
Parity : 1.4000
1.4
U S D  /  T R L  rate : [ 1 4 ,0 0 0  x ( 1 +  0 .0 6  ] +  [ ( - - l ) x 0 . 5 x  1 6 ,6 7 4  ]=  1 5 ,6 3 2  T R L
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DEM / TRL rate : 11,166 TRL 
Foreign Currency Loss
In USD : 4,500,000 x ( 15,632 - 14,000 ) = 7,344,000,000 TRL 
In DEM : 1,500,000 x (11,166 - 8,750 ) = 3,624,000,000 TRL 
Total Loss : 10,968,000,000 TRL
Net Profit : 15,986,250,000 - 10,968,000,000 = 5,018,250,000 TRL
If The Company Uses No Hedging
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Parity 1.6000 1.8000 1.4000
USD / TRL rate 16,674 17,716 15,632. ·
DEM / TRL rate 10,421 9,842 11,166
Net profit 1,447,250,000 ( 2,373,750,000 ) 5,018,250,000
Table 7
As seen in the three scenarios, profit shows high variations with the changes in USD / DEM 
parity . These variations may occur also with the changes in basket devaluation ratio. To 
hedge these risks, the products to be used are introduced below .
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V . 2 . Forward Operations
V . 2 . 1 .  Forward Operations W ith TRL
At the moment, three months' maturity prices for USD and DEM are:
USD / TRL : 14,000 x [ 1 + ( 0.67 x —  )] = 16,345 TRL
360
DEM / TRL : = 10,216 TRL
1.6000
These prices are calculated according to % 67 TRL interest rate. If  a forward agreement is 
made using these rates, the profit will be as follows:
Foreign Currency Loss
In USD : 4,500,000 x ( 16,345 - 14,000 ) = 10,552,500,000 TRL 
In DEM : 1,500,000 x ( 10,216 - 8,750 ) = 2,199,000,000 TRL 
Total Loss : 12,751,500,000 TRL 
Net Profit : Interest Income - Foreign Currency Loss 
: 3,234,750,000 TRL 
Operation C o st: 0.005 Revenue Stamp
: 0 .0 0 5  x [ (4 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0 x  1 6 ,3 4 5 ) +  ( l ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0 x  1 0 ,2 1 6 )  ] : 4 4 4 ,3 8 2 ,5 0 0  T R L
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; 3,234,750,000 - 444,382,500 = 2,790,367,500 TRL
In this agreement, foreign exchange risk is hedged directly against TRL; therefore a change in 
USD / DEM parity does not affect anything at all.
Profit A fter O perational C osts
Forward With TRL
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Parity 1.6000 1.8000 1.4000
USD / TRL rate 16,345 16,345 16,345
DEM  / TRL rate 10,216 10,216 10,216
Net profit 2,790,367,500 2,790,367,500 2,790,367,500
Table 8
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An alternative action is to borrow TRL from the market and to lend the foreign currencies in 
the spot market. At the maturity date, TRL + TRL interest will be paid and USD + USD 
interest, DEM + DEM interest will be taken. In other words, a swap operation will be applied. 
In this situation, net profit will be affected from the cost of borrowing, revenue from lending 
and the parity at the maturity.
S p o t...............Borrow TRL : 4,500,000 x 14,000 = 63,000,000,000 TRL at % 67
Lend USD : 4,500,000 at % 3.5
V . 2 .2  . Swap
90
At maturity Pay TRL : 63,000,000,000 x [ 1 + (0 .67  x ----- )] = 73,552,500,000 TRL
360
90
Take USD : 4,500,000 x [ 1 + (0.035 x ----- )] = 4,539,375 USD
360
TRL interest paid : 73,552,500,000 - 63,000,000,000 = 10,552,500,000 TRL
USD interest earned : 4,539,375 - 4,500,000 = 39,375 USD
S p o t............. Borrow TR L: 1,500,000 X 8,750= 13,125,000,000 at % 67
Lend DEM : 1,500,000 at % 6.5
90
At maturity Pay TRL : 13,125,000,000 x [ 1 + (0 .67  x — ) ] =  15,323,437,500 TRL
360
90
Take DEM : 1,500,000 x [ 1 + ( 0.065 x---)] = 1,524,375 DEM
360
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TRL interest paid : 15,323,437,500- 13,125,000,000 = 2,198,437,500 TRL
DEM interest earned : 1,524,375 - 1,500,000 = 24,375 DEM
Total TRL interest paid : 12,750,937,500 TRL
USD interest earned : 39,375 USD
DEM interest earned : 24,375 DEM
Scenario 1
Parity ; 1.6000
U S D /T R L  ; 16,674
D E M /T R L  : 10,421
Revenue : (39,375 x 16,674 ) + ( 24,375x 10,421 ) = 910,550,625 TRL
Net profit : Interest Income - TRL Borrowing Cost + Foreign Currency Interest Income
: 15,986,250,000- 12,750,937,500 + 910,550,625
: 4,146,363,125 TRL
Scenario 2
Parity : 1,8000
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U S D /T R L  : 17,716
DEM / TRL : 9,842
Revenue : ( 39,375 x 17,716 ) + ( 24,375x9,842 ) = 937,466,250 TRL
Net profit : Interest Income - TRL Borrowing Cost + Foreign Currency Interest Income
15,986,250,000 - 12,750,937,500 + 937,466,250
4,173,278,750 TRL
Scenario 3
Parity : 1.4000
U S D /T R L  : 15,632
D E M /T R L  : 11.1166
Revenue ;(39 ,375  x 15,632 ) + ( 24,375x 11,166 ) = 887,681,250 TRL
Net profit : Interest Income - TRL Borrowing Cost + Foreign Currency Interest Income
: 15,986,250,000 - 12,750,937,500 + 887,681,250 = 4,123,493,750 TRL
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A pphang Sw ap
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Parity 1.6000 1.8000 1.4000
USD / TRL 16,674 17,716 15,632
DEM / TRL 10,421 9,842 11,166
Net profit 4,146,363,125 4,173,278,750 4,123,493,750
Table 9
V . 2 . 3  . Forw ard Operations W ith Cross Rates
As seen in the previous section, changes in USD / DEM parity directly affect the profit. In this 
operation, USD / DEM parity will be taken constant for the three months' time.
USD / DEM parity for three months' forward : 1.6200
In calculating the amount currency for forward operation, % 50 o f the total imports should be 
kept in USD, and the other % 50 should be kept in DEM. In that way, US dollar’s value gain 
against DEM will be offset by the other % 50 share in the portfolio.
USD D EM
assets liabilities assets liabilities
4,500,000 4,500,000 1,500,000 1,500,000
(1) 2 (3) 2
= 2,250,000
750,000
= 750,000
2,250,000x1.6
1.6 (4) =3,600,000
= 468,750
Net 2,718,750 (5) Net 4,350,000
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(1) To hedge USD 4,500,000 short position, the company should go long the same amount of 
USD. Half of this amount is carried in USD, by buying USD 2,250,000 .
(2) The remaining half is carried in DEM, buy selling DEM 3,600,000 .
(3) To hedge DEM 1,500,000 short position, the company should go long the same amount of 
DEM. Half o f this amount is carried in DEM, by buying DEM 750,000 .
(4) The remaining half is carried in USD, buy selling USD 468,750 .
(5) 2,250,000 - 4,500,000 - 468,750 = 2,718,750 USD
(6) 750,000 - 1,500,000 - 3,600,000 = 4,350,000 DEM
The amount of USD position carried is, now, equal to DEM position o f the company.
USD 2,718,750 =
D E M  4,350,000
1.6
As seen, the amount of currency to be hedged is 1,781,250 dollars [ (1) - (4) ].
Under these conditions, the profit increase or decrease will be shown in three scenarios when 
USD / DEM parity changes at maturity.
Scenario 1
USD / DEM parity : 1.6000
Foreign Currency Loss : 14,539,000,000 TRL
Interest Income ; 15,986,250,000 TRL
Loss From Forward Operation : 1,781,250 x (1.6200 -1.6000 )
= 35,625 DEM = 35,625 x 10,421 = 371,248,125 TRL
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0.001 Foreign Exchange Tax : 1,781,250 x 10,421x 0.001
Total Loss
= 18,562,406 TRL 
: 371,248,125 + 18,562,406 
= 389,810,531 TRL
Net Profit : Interest Income - Foreign Currency Loss - Forward Loss
: 15,986,250,000- 14,539,000,000- 389,810,531
: 1,057,439,250 TRL
Scenario 2
USD / DEM parity : 1.8000
Foreign Currency Loss ; 18,360,000,000 TRL
Interest Income : 15,986,250,000 TRL
Profit From Forward Operation : 1,781,250 x (1.8000 -1.6200 )
= 320,625 DEM =320,625 x 9,842 = 3,155,591,250 TRL
0.001 Foreign Exchange Tax : 18,562,406 TRL
TotalGain : 3,155,591,250 - 18,562,406 = 3,137,354,500 TRL
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Net Profit ; Interest Income - Foreign Currency Loss + Forward Gain
; 15,986,250,000- 18,360,000,000+3,137,354,500 = 763,604,500 TRL
Scenario 3
USD / DEM parity : 1.4000
Foreign Currency Loss : 10,968,000,000 TRL
Interest Income ; 15,986,250,000 TRL
Loss From Forward Operation ; 1,781,250 x (1.6200-1.4000)
¡391,875 DM = 391,875 x 11,166 = 4,375,676,250 TRL
0.001 Foreign Exchange Tax : 18,562,406 TRL
Total Loss : 4,375,676,250+ 18,562,406
¡4,394,238,656 TRL
Net Profit ¡ Interest Income - Foreign Currency Loss - Forward Loss
¡ 15,986,250,000- 10,968,000,000-4,394,238,656
624,011,344 TRL
4S
Forward With Cross Rates
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Parity 1.6000 1.8000 1.4000
USD / TRL 15,632 16,674 17,716
DEM / TRL 11,166 10,421 9,842
Net profit 1,057,439,250 763,604,500 624,011,344
Table 10
V . 3 . FUTURES
Currency futures are standardized, exchange-traded forward currency contracts. The contracts 
are standardized in terms of quantity, expiration and quotation (Other major differences 
between forward and futures contracts are explained in detail in foregoing chapters of the 
case.)( See Appendix IV ). The futures prices depend directly on the USD spot and USD 
forward quotations. As with forward exchange transactions, there is a difference in futures 
between the USD spot rate and the futures price that is traceable to the interest rate differential 
between the two currencies. This difference is also called the basis ( Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange, 1993 ).
Futures prices move roughly opposite to those on the spot market: The futures prices drop 
when the spot rate rises, and vice versa. Buyers of dollar futures, therefore, are the people who 
expect the spot rate of the dollar to fall. Conversely, sellers o f dollar futures are trying to 
hedge against rising dollar spot rates. In this section o f the case, two scenarios will be analyzed 
under these two expectations, since there is no need to take any action for constant rate.
Number Of Contracts : 1,781,250 x 1.6 / 125,000 =22
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Initial M argin : 2 2  X 3 ,0 0 0  =  6 6 ,0 0 0  U S D
Operational Commission Per Transaction : 22 x 40 = 880 USD
Sell 22 DEM contracts At 1.6000
Corresponding Future Value : ( 1 / parity) :  (—  ) = 0.6155
1.6
Scenario 1
Parity : 1.4000
Buy 22 DEM contracts at this parity.
Corresponding Future Value ; ( ) = 0.7048
Loss : 22 X 125,000 x (0.7048 - 0.6155 ) = 245,575 USD
On the other hand, since the parity decreased DEM value against USD increased. Therefore,
Gain : (1.6 - 1.4) X 1,781,250 / 1.4 = 254,464 USD
Profit : Differential - Commission
; 254,464 - 245,575 - 880 = 8,009 USD
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Scenario 2
Parity : 1.8000
Buy 22 DEM contracts at this parity. 
Corresponding Future Value : ) = 0.5461
Revenue 22 X 125,000 X ( 0.6155 - 0.5461 ) = 190,850 USD
Loss (1 .6 - 1 .8) X 1,781,250/ 1.8= 197,917 USD
Loss Differential - Commission
190,850 - 197,917- 880 = 7,947 USD
Using Futures
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Parity 1.4000 1.8000 1.6000
Net profit ( USD ) 8,009 7,947 0
Table 11
The practice of hedging is growing in many of the futures markets including agricultural, 
metal and financial futures ( interest rate, foreign exchange, and stock index ) contracts. To 
determine the optimal combination o f inputs and hedging position under cost uncertainty a 
hedger needs to evaluate a variety o f parameters affecting his profit as well as the structure of
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the fijtures market and the technological relationship o f inputs in the production function (or 
his portfolio ). Proper evaluation o f measurable parameters such as basis risk, attitude towards 
risk, upward or downward bias in the futures price relative to the expected spot price as well 
as the knowledge whether inputs are supplemental or competing will increase the effectiveness 
of hedging in the futures market ( Paroush and Wolf, 1992 ).
V . 4 . OPTIONS
In options, unlike forward and futures an apparent position is not taken, however the right to 
take a position at a future date at the predetermined price is provided. Therefore, at the 
expiration the company has two alternatives o f using or not using this right. In options, the 
company's risk is limited to premium. (Detailed information is given in foregoing sections.)
Under three scenarios, the cost /  gain of using options on futures will be investigated. Since the 
company is short in dollars, it should choose to buy a DEM put option, maturing in three 
months' time, i.e. sell DEM against USD.
Premium : Option Price x 12.5 x 100 x Number O f Contracts
Option price changes according to different criteria : strike price, forward price, term, 
volatility . The option price corresponding to 1.6000 parity at the current market conditions is 
1.5 .
Premium; 1.5 x 12.5x 100 x 2 2  = 41,250USD = 687,802,500 TRL 
Scenario 1
Parity : 1.6000
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USD / TRL rate : 16,674 TRL
DEM / TRL rate 10.421 TRL
At maturity, the option parity is the same as market parity, therefore there's no need to use the 
option.
Net Profit : Profit When No Hedging is Used - Premium
: 1,447,250,000 - 687,802,500 = 759,447,500 TRL
Scenario 2
Parity : 1.8000
U S D /T R L  rate : 17,716 TRL
DEM / TRL rate : 9.842 TRL
The right to buy USD at 1.6000 is used by selling 22 futures contracts and the same amount of 
futures contracts are bought at 1.8000 at market.
Gain : r (— — y ( — — ) lx  12.5 x 10000 x 22 = 190,972 USD 
1.6000 1.8000
= 3,383,259,952 TRL
Net Profit : Profit When No Hedging is Used - Premium + Gain in Options
: - 2,373,750,000 - 687,802,500 + 3,383,259,952 = 321,707,452 TRL
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Scenario 3 
Parity : 1. 4000
U S D /T R L  rate: 15,632 TRL 
DEM / TRL rate : 11,166 TRL
The right to buy USD at 1.6000 will not be used. The loss will be identical to scenario 1, 
which is just the premium.
Net P ro fit; 5,018,250,000 - 687,802,500 = 4,330,447,500 TRL
Options On Futures
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Parity 1.6000 1.8000 1.4000 ·. -
USD / TRL 16,674 17,716 15,632
DEM  / TRL 10,421 9,842 11,166
Net profit 759,447,500 321,707,452 4,330,447,500
Table 12
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CHAPTER V I . CONCLUSION
Hedging is frequ(intly used by international commercial firms to insure against price and 
exchange risks. This paper has provided a framework for analyzing the effects o f hedging 
procedures for a multinational firm, which is exposed to fluctuating currency exchange rates 
and devaluation in importing its raw material fi-om abroad.. The analysis is performed 
depending on the theoretical studies related to hedging, exchange rate and cost uncertainty, 
futures and options markets, forward operations.
Future transactions with currencies can be used by portfolio managers both for trading 
purposes or for hedging risks on spot positions. So far relatively few investors have become 
familiar enough with these new markets to operate in them efiectively. At present they are 
used mainly by professional traders in banks, mutual funds and industrial companies.
SUMMARY
Profit Under Various Alternatives
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Parity 1.6 1.8 1.4
No Hedging 1.447,250,000 (2,373,750,000) 5,018,250,000
Forw ard W ith TRL 2.790,367,500 2,790,367,500 2,790,367,500
Swap 4,146,363,125 4,173,278,750 4,123,493,750
Forw ard W ith Cross 1,057,439,250 763,604,520 624,011,344
Options On Futures 759,447,500 321,707,452 4,330,447,500
Table 13
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USD / TRL rate : [ 14,000 x ( 1.062)’ ] + [ ( - - l ) x 0.5X 14,000x( 1 .062)’ ]
1.60
= 17,031 TRL
DEM / TRL rate ; = 10,322 TRL
1.65
Foreign Currency Loss That Would Be Realized If No Hedging Had Been Used
In USD : 4,500,000x( 17,031 - 14,000) = 13,639,500,000 TRL
In DEM : 1,500,000 x (10,322 -8,750 ) = 2,358,000,000 TRL
Total Loss : 15,997,500,000 TRL
Net Profit : Interest Income - Foreign Currency Loss
: 15,986,250,000- 15,997,500,000 = ( 11,125,000) TRL LOSS
By hedging itself, the company not only avoided a loss o f TRL 11,125,000 but profited TRL 
2,790,367,500.
I believe that an introduction o f future foreign currency cash flow uncertainty would not 
change the basic applications of the present model, but it can strongly affect the effectiveness 
o f hedging. Although this subject is beyond the scope of o f the present study, it is also a 
problem o f the multinational firm : the need to hedge future cash flows that are uncertain in 
both quantity and price. Kerkvliet and Moffett ( 1991 ) have studied on deriving the optimal 
hedge of an uncertain ( unknown quantity ) future foreign currency cash flow . In this 
analysis, the MNF determines its optimal hedge value using two different information sets. The
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first set is historical data from exchange markets. This information is public, in that all firms 
operating in international markets will probably use these same market-wide estimates. The 
second information set is private. It is obtained from the firm's own historical cash flow record, 
and combined with firm-specific information regarding future activities to estimate the mean 
and variance o f the firm's future cash flow and its correlation with the futures exchange rate. 
Additional research can be build on this study about how the presence of uncertain future 
foreign currency cash flows and alternative goals o f hedging affect the actual choice of 
hedging technique.3. The possibility that the future cash flow is not only uncertain in amount 
but also in its timing can be addressed.
Despite the reluctance of many investors to take the plunge, the new financial innovations will 
continue to gain ac:ceptance at an impressive rate. In view o f the high volatility and uncertainty 
o f the financial markets, which reflect not only speculative operations but also the insecurity 
engendered by the monetary, fiscal and trade policies o f governments, trading in futures and 
options is clearly bound to keep on growing. The possibility o f transferring risks to other 
market players not only makes economic sense, but also may well contribute to a long-term 
smoothing of the waves in what are now exceptionally hectic financial markets.,
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DOLLAR PRICE OF . GBP, DEM, FRF, CHF IN 1993 - 1994
A PPEN D IX  I
USD / DEM FUTURE CONTRACTS
A PPEN D IX  II
SOURCE : REUTERS
A P P E N D IX  I I I  
CASH FLOW EXAMPLE
Date Action futures
price
price
change
profit /  loss account
balance
01.01.94 Post initial margin at XYZ brokerage $ 3,000
02.01.94 Sell 1 March JY futures at market 
U S D /JP Y  Parity: 112.00
8928 - ( 2 0 ) a. 2,980
03.01.94 Buy 1 March JY futures at 
USD / JPY Parity : 112.95
8853 -7 5 917.5 b. 3,917.5
04.01.94 Buy 1 March JY futures at 
USD / JPY Parity : 112.20
8913 - (2 0 ) . 3,897.5
15.01.94 Sell 1 March JY futures at 
U S D /JP Y P arity  : 113.30
8826 87 (1 ,107 .5 ) . 2,790
26.01.94 Buy 1 March JY futures at 
U S D /JP Y  Parity : 113.00
8850 - (2 0 ) 2,770
07.02.94 Sell 1 March JY futures at 
USD / JPY Parity : 114.00
8772 78 (9 9 5 ) 1,775
07.02.94 Margin call-replenish to initial level 225 2,000
a. In opening a new position USD 20 is taken by the broker as commission.
b. When a position is being closed USD 20 is charged as commission ;
P ro fit: ( 75 X 12.5 ) - 20 = 917.5 USD
A PPEN D IX  IV
FUTURES CONTRACT FACTS
A ustralian
D ollar
(A D )
B ritish
Pound
( B P )
C anadian
D ollar
(C D )
Deutsche
M ark
(D M )
French
Franc
( F R )
Japanese
Yen
( J Y )
Swiss
F ranc
( S F )
E uropean
C urrency
Unit
(E C U )
T rad in g
U nit
AD
100,000
BP
62,500
CD
100,000
DM
125,00
FR
250,000
JY
12,500,000
SF
125,000 .
ECU
125,000
Q uotation USS /AS U S S /B P USS / c$ U S S /D M U S S /F R U S S /JY USS / SF U S S /E C U
M inim um
Price
Change
0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.00005 0.000001 0.0001 0.0001
Value of 1 
point
$ 10.00 $6.25 $ 10.00 $ 12.50 $2.50 $ 12.50 $ 12.50 $ 12.50
P rice lim it NONE
M onths
T raded
March, June, September, December
T rad ing  
H ours 
( Chicago 
T im e)
7.20 am - 
1.18 pm
7.20 am - 
1.24 pm
7.20 am - 
1.26 pm
7.20 am -
1.20 pm
7.20 am- 
1.28 pm
7.20 am - 
1.22 pm
7.20 am- 
1.16 pm
7.10 a m - 
1.30 pm
L ast Day 
of T rad in g
Two business days before the third Wednesday of the delivery month
Delivery
D ate
Third Wednesday of the delivery month
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